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Appendix Figure 1. Transmission electron micrograph depicting ultrastructural features of 

Paraccocidioides (Lacazia) loboi. A) Adjacent yeast cells (YCs) showing characteristic electron-dense 
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surrounding filamentous radiations (*) projecting outward from the electron-dense cell wall (arrow). Scale 

bar = 5 μm B) Yeast cell (YC) budding (*) displaying internal (IW) and external (EW) electron-dense 

aspects of the wall separated by a translucent medial area (MW). Scale bar = 5 μm C) Round yeast cell 

(YC) highlighting an area the cell wall (enclosed caption) and variably fine electron-dense structures in 

the cytoplasm. Scale bar = 5 μm D) Multiple yeast cells (YCs) observed within a macrophage (Ma) 

phagosome showing partially degraded yeast cells (YCs). Ly, lysosomes; mpv, micropinocytotic vesicles; 

N, nucleus. Scale bar = 10 μm. 

 

 

Appendix Figure 2. Geographic occurrence and location of lobomycosis cases in Panama. The current 

case report (2022.1) originated in the Province of Western Panama, specifically in Ciri Grande County 

within the Capira District. This location lies in the heart of the Mesoamerican Biologic Corridor, situated to 

the west of the Panama Canal, at an average elevation of 100 m. In contrast, the 1978 cases (1978.1, 

1978.2) were documented more than 45 years ago and occurred more than 350 km from the current case 

location. Earlier cases were reported in the Chiriqui Province without a specified county location. 
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